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[English] 

Title 

MusiCushions: Prototyping an E-Textile Interface for Music Interaction in Home Environment 

 

Abstract 

This paper presents MusiCushions, a set of interactive sofa cushions used as an interface to music. Built on physical                   
affordances of sofa cushions and e-textile technology, the artefact is used to explore how an e-textile interface can be used for                     
music interaction at home. Challenges in prototyping e-textile interfaces would also be identified. Three cushions are                
prototyped with off-the-shelf e-textile and electronic components: in one cushion, its case is explored as an interactive                 
surface; another cushion explores the softness and how it can be easily pressed; and the last cushion explores its portability.                    
The set is then mapped to music interaction in two scenarios: as a remote control to a music player and as a musical                       
instrument to control a synthesizer. Evaluation is conducted in two focus group discussions involving students in Media                 
Technology. It is concluded that MusiCushions could be received as a new way to control media such as music player at                     
home, with broader possible use to interact with other services and objects. As a musical instrument, however, it might not be                     
accepted due to the lack of precision control. 

 

 

 

[Swedish] 

Title 

MusiCushions: Utveckling av en prototyp med ett e-textilt gränssnitt för interaktion med musik i hemmet  

 

Abstract 

Den här studien handlar om MusiCushions, ett set med interaktiva soffkuddar som används som ett gränssnitt för interaktion                  
med musik. De är utvecklade baserat på soffkuddars fysiska affordances och teknologier för e-textil och används för att                  
undersöka hur ett e-textilt gränssnitt kan användas för att interagera med musik i hemmet. Utmaningar som kan komma att                   
uppstå när man utvecklar ett gränssnitt av e-textil är också identifierade. Tre soffkuddar utvecklades med off-the-shelf                
elektronik och komponenter för e-textil: en kudde undersöker möjligheten att använda dess fodral som en interaktiv yta; en                  
annan undersöker kuddens fysiska egenskaper, att den är mjuk och enkelt kan pressas ihop, medan den tredje är baserad på                    
att den är enkel att flytta runt. Kuddarna är sedan mappade till två olika scenarier där man interagerar med musik: som en                      
kontroll att styra musik med och som ett musikaliskt instrument. Kuddarna är sedan testade i två olika fokusgrupper där                   
studenter från medieteknik deltar. Av denna studie kan slutsatsen dras att MusiCushions kan användas som ett nytt sätt att                   
kontrollera musik på och det finns även möjlighet att integrera dem med andra tjänster och objekt. Däremot är de inte                    
uppskattade som ett musikaliskt instrument, då interaktionen med det textila gränssnittet saknar precision.  
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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents MusiCushions , a set of interactive sofa         
cushions used as an interface to music. Built on physical          
affordances of sofa cushions and e-textile technology, the        
artefact is used to explore how an e-textile interface can be           
used for music interaction at home. Challenges in        
prototyping e-textile interfaces would also be identified.       
Three cushions are prototyped with off-the-shelf e-textile       
and electronic components: in one cushion, its case is         
explored as an interactive surface; another cushion explores        
the softness and how it can be easily pressed; and the last            
cushion explores its portability. The set is then mapped to          
music interaction in two scenarios: as a remote control to a           
music player and as a musical instrument to control a          
synthesizer. Evaluation is conducted through two group       
discussions involving students in Media Technology. It is        
concluded that MusiCushions could be received as a new         
way to control media such as music player at home, with           
broader possible use to interact with other services and         
objects. As a musical instrument, however, it might not be          
accepted due to the lack of precision control. 

Author Keywords 
Tangible Interfaces; E-textile; Smart Fabric; Music      
Interaction 

ACM Classification Keywords 
H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation] User      
Interfaces: Input devices and strategies (e.g., mouse,       
touchscreen), H.5.5 [Information Interfaces and     
Presentation] Sound and Music Computing: Systems. 

INTRODUCTION 
The advent of e-textile brings an interesting material to         
work with in the field of music interaction, as shown by the            
growing body of research ever since the emergence of         
e-textile in the 1990s. Textile is highly formable and         
capable of displaying various ranges of design and        
expression. Explored interactions are not only with textile        
in the form of fabric in itself [1,2,3], but also interactions on            
objects made from fabrics. The fact that textile has been          
integrated into many everyday objects of human life then         
enables novel interactivities with those objects.  

While researchers have looked into the use of fashion or          
clothing as an interactive medium to control music        
[5,6,7,8], there are unexplored possibilities in the use of         
textile as a material in home environment for music         
interaction. The ubiquity of textile as a material at home,          
however, has led to many interesting bodies of research for          
new interaction at home for other purposes [9,10,11,12].  

Inspired by this development, the author sets out to explore          
the use of e-textile to enable music interactions with a          
textile-based object at home. Previous study [13] shows that         
in home environment, users would prefer to use interactive         
textiles in a less private environment, such as a living room           
or a kitchen. Sofa cushions were chosen due to its          
versatility. A soft, portable, and huggable object, it also         
provides design space as an interactive surface. It is also          
common to have sofa cushions as a set, which provides          
another interesting design space for collaborative      
interactions utilizing multiple cushions. 
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This paper investigated the question of how an e-textile         
interface can be used for music interaction at home. Here,          
the author presents exploration in hardware design and        
musical mapping for MusiCushions , a set of sofa cushions         
for music interaction (see figure 1). The prototype set         
consists of three cushions utilizing different affordances of        
sofa cushions. In one cushion, the case is explored as an           
interactive surface. Another cushion explores the softness       
and how it can be easily pressed, and the last cushion           
explores its portability. The set is then mapped with music          
interaction and tested in two different scenarios. In the first          
test, the cushions are used to control a music playlist. The           
second test focuses on mapping the cushion interactions        
with sound synthesis and manipulation.  

Contributions of this paper are as follows. 

1. Investigating the possibilities of music interaction      
with an e-textile interface at home, and 

2. identifying challenges in prototyping an e-textile      
interface for the purpose. 

The study is conducted together with Ståhlberg [14] who         
contributed to the visual design perspective of       
MusiCushions . While the prototyping process is carried out        
together, Ståhlberg investigated how the integration of       
interactive cushions in home environment is affected by        
different design concepts with different levels of explicit        
interaction and types of use cues.  

 

RELATED WORKS 
Various affordances and possible interactions with textiles       
in the context of music interaction have been explored         
intensely in recent years. Chang and Ishii [1] explored         
haptic interactions on a sheet of fabric with Zstretch, a          
music controller that supports fabric interactions such as        
stretching, grabbing, and twisting (see figure 2a). Fabric can         
also be used as a multi-touch input device by utilizing a           
pressure sensor matrix, as presented by Donneaud, Honnet,        
and Strohmeier [2] (see figure 2b). Wicaksono and Paradiso         
[3] combined different sensors into a deformable keyboard        
interface called FabricKeyboard , which supports touch,      
proximity, electrical field, pressure, and stretch interactions       
(see figure 2c).  

Although textiles are used in many ways from fashion to          
interior design, to this day the field of electronic textile is           
dominated by fashion. This is due to the origin of e-textile           
in wearable computing [4]. The domination of wearable and         
fashion is evident in the studies aimed at music interaction.          
An early example in the field is Musical Jacket , part of           
E-broidery project [5]. Embroidered keypad integrated      
directly into the jacket allows the wearer to “play notes,          
chords, rhythms, and accompaniment using any instrument       
available in the General MIDI scheme ” by touching the         
embroidery (see figure 2d). Another take on music        

interaction through jacket is presented by Google ATAP in         
collaboration with denim manufacturer Levi’s in Project       
Jacquard [7], where the wearer can interact with music         
player by doing gestures on the sleeve (see figure 2e).          
Music interaction on clothing could also be enabled by         
iron-on patches, as presented by Strohmeier, et al. [8]         
through zPatch . The patches contain “hybrid      
resistive/capacitive sensors that capture multiple sensing      
modalities ”, and designed to be easily attached to diverse         
textile products (see figure 2f). Lastly, Nebula presented the         
potential of sound creation as a response to body motion [6]           
(see figure 2g), a different approach compared to previous         
studies that focused on hand interactions from their wearer. 

 

 

Figure 2. Related works in e-textile music interaction studies 
are: (a) Zstretch, (b) initial exploration of fabric as 

multi-touch input device, (c) FabricKeyboard, (d) Musical 
Jacket, (e) Levi’s Jacquard, (f) zPatch, and (g) Nebula. 

In home environment, related e-textile interaction studies are: 
(h) Gardeene!; (i) Interactive FUrniTURE; (j) The Interactive 

Pillows; and (k) Pillo game controller. 
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While the works in smart fashion have been conducted         
extensively, studies of e-textiles in home environment are        
sparse and serve purposes other than music. Heller, et al.          
[11] presented Gardeene! , a responsive curtain. Using       
capacitive sensing, the curtain can detect hand movement to         
open or close the curtain (see figure 2h). Brauner, et al. [12]            
presented Interactive FUrniTURE , a motorized recliner      
with a tactile textile interface in the form of embroidered          
sensing patterns (see figure 2i). Interactive pillow or        
cushion has been explored both in academic studies and as a           
consumer product. Ernevi, et al. [9] presented The        
Interactive Pillows , a pair of connected pillows developed        
to “non-verbally express feelings of longing, presence, and        
closeness ” (see figure 2k). As a control device, it has also           
been explored in Pillo , a game controller in the form of a            1

pillow (see figure 2j).  

 

METHOD 
Methods used in the study are illustrated in figure 3. Design           
aspect of the study is conducted within the frame of          
Constructive Design Research (CDR) [15] and presented in        
Ståhlberg (2018). In CDR the construction of the product         
itself is the mean to create new knowledge, which in this           
study meant “a variety of activities including material        
explorations, sketching, high-fidelity prototyping, as well as       
user observation ” [14].  

Technical design and prototyping of MusiCushions are       
conducted in sprints, in line with the principles behind agile          
development methods. Essentially, agile methods value      
iterative and incremental development process more than       
plan-driven process such as the waterfall cycle. While the         
manifesto of agile development was aimed at software        
engineering [16], lately the methods have also been        
incorporated in the development of hardware and embedded        
systems [17,18]. This study is structured into several        
timeboxed sprints, 2 - 3 weeks per sprint, each focuses on a            
specific cushion affordance. The goal is to have a working          
prototype at the end of each sprint. Due to time limitation,           
user evaluation is not conducted at the end of each sprint. 

 

 

Figure 3. Methods. 

1  https://pillo.nl 

Two user evaluations of MusiCushions are conducted at the         
end of the study in the form of group discussions. Having a            
group discussion would encourage collaboration in the       
interaction with the prototype, in line with the intended         
collaborative use scenario of MusiCushions.  

First user evaluation was conducted in a living room, where          
MusiCushions are arranged on a sofa along with several         
non-interactive cushions sharing the same visual design (see        
figure 1 and figure 9). The evaluation was aimed to gain           
insights from the use of the cushions in their intended          
environment, at home. Scenario 1 was used, where cushions         
were used to control a music player. Eight participants were          
invited (2 females, 6 males), all of them were fellow          
students in Interactive Media Technology Master      
Programme. At the beginning of the evaluation, participants        
were told that some of the cushions on the sofa were           
interactive and connected to a music player and they were          
asked to explore the cushions. After the interactions and         
intentions of the cushions were tested and understood, the         
90-minute session concluded with an exploratory group       
discussion.  

Second user evaluation was conducted in the workshop        
room where the prototypes were built. Three participants        
were invited to interact with the cushions to control sound          
synthesis and manipulation in a collaborative manner, using        
scenario 2. The participants, all males, were also present in          
the first evaluation. Similarly, the session was also        
concluded with an exploratory group discussion. 

 

PROTOTYPING RESULTS 
A set of three cushions were prototyped, each with unique          
functionalities utilizing different affordances of cushion and       
textile materials. With the availability of affordable       
off-the-shelf fabric based construction kits such as Lilypad        
Arduino [19], the study aims to build high fidelity prototype          
to get a better understanding of the challenges in designing          
and prototyping such artefact. Figure 4a illustrates an early         
exploration of the affordances. Prototyping process involves       
testing individual components, attaching components to      
cushions, and working with conductive threads (see figure        
4b and 4c).  

All cushions were built upon similar base components.        
Adafruit Flora is used as the microcontroller on each of the           
cushions, powered by a Li-Po 3.7V battery and        
programmed in Arduino IDE . Sensors are connected       2

through enamelled copper wire thread, which provides       
electrical connection and in the same time shares the same          
sewable and supporting affordances as a normal thread. A         
soft pinch button, made of two layers of conductive fabric          
separated by a foam with holes, is attached to the corner of            

2 https://www.arduino.cc 
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each of the cushions (see figure 4d). The button is          
envisioned as a switch to enable the interactions on each          
cushion, a clear limitation between the cushion used as a          
cushion and as an interactive artefact. 

In regards to network communication, Bluetooth Low       
Energy was first considered to be used due to its capability           
to reduce power consumption while maintaining a similar        
communication range compared to standard Bluetooth.      
Adafruit Flora Bluefruit LE Module was tested, which has a          
sewable physical design. However, even though it works        
well when paired with smartphones, a problem was        
encountered during the prototyping. Network     
communication in the testing environment is handled       
through serial protocol, and compatibility issues were       
present in the connection between BLE and serial (COM)         
port of the operating system used in the study (Windows 10           
Pro). HC-06 Bluetooth Module was then selected as an         
alternative.  

 

 

 

Figure 4. (a) Design sketches; (b,c) Prototyping process 
involves sewing and soldering conductive thread; (d) Pinch 

button added to each of the cushions 

Cushion #1 
Cushion case provides an interesting design space as an         
interactive surface. Capacitive touch sensor combined with       
conductive threads and conductive inks opens up       
possibilities of having a flexible visual design on the         
surface. Adafruit MPR121 Breakout can be sewn to the         
cushion, connected to the microcontroller with conductive       
threads. It has 12 input pins, each of the pins can be            
connected using conductive threads to any conductive       
material used on the surface. A possibility of a removable          
and interchangeable case is also considered. In the        
prototype, a combination of velcro and conductive fabric is         
used to connect conductive threads on the cushion and on          
the case, as shown in figure 5c. As long as the cases have a              
similar connection port, different visual designs can be        
applied to them for the same functionality.  

As a proof of concept, a simple and explicit visual design           
was tested. Several markings are painted on the surface with          
conductive ink: a play/stop symbol and several button-like        
circles. Each of the markings is connected to a pin on           
MPR121. Although early test showed that the setup is         
capable of registering a capacitive touch, the performance        
quickly degraded over time due to wear. Some issues were          
also present due to the fact that the ink is water-based: it            
might stain the fingers if the user’s hand is sweaty, and           
most importantly the case will not be washable without         
damaging the design.  

 

Figure 5. Details of cushion #1: (a) Fritzing drawing, 
(b) finished cushion, and (c) velcro connection between 

cushion and the case. 
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Figure 6. Details of cushion #2: (a) Fritzing drawing, 
(b) finished cushion, and (c) prototyping pressure sensors on 

the cushion with alligator clips. 

 

Later during evaluation, the ink markings were not        
connected to the microcontroller but intentionally left to be         
used as a discussion starter. Instead, a touch panel area is           
realized using a set of six lines of 316L stainless steel           
conductive threads sewn parallel to each other, connected to         
MPR121. The touch panel is capable to detect multiple         
gestures: tap (both on the whole panel and on any single           
thread line), double tap, long touch, and two directional         
swipe gestures (up and down). Figure 5a illustrates the         
component connections of cushion #1, with Bluetooth       
module, battery, and button on the bottom and MPR121 on          
top, connected to the conductive threads touch panel        
through a velcro connection. Finished cushion is shown in         
figure 5b. 

Cushion #2 
Sofa cushions are soft, huggable, and can be easily pressed.          
To enable interaction based on these affordances, two sets         
of fabric-based pressure sensors are attached to the cushion.         
The pressure sensors are realized using two layers of woven          
conductive fabrics separated by a sheet of velostat. Each of          
the pressure sensors is attached on the side of the cushion,           
connected to the microcontroller through conductive threads       
and a 1MΩ resistor. Sensors position make it possible for          
the user to apply pressure on the sides while having the           
cushion on his/her lap or when the cushion is hugged. 

 

Figure 7. Details of cushion #3: (a) Fritzing drawing, 
(b) finished cushion, and (c) attached components, connected 

by conductive threads. 

 

A possibility of having an integrated visual feedback on the          
surface of the cushion is also investigated. A Flora RGB          
Neopixel is attached on the case, integrated as the eye of the            
bird illustration. It reacts to the pressure applied to the          
sensors, displaying a different color for each side. Three         
AA batteries are hidden inside the foam to power the          
Neopixel. Figure 6a illustrates the component connections       
of cushion #2, with pressure sensors on the side and          
Neopixel on the bottom left. Note that placement of the          
button is not the same as cushion #1, due to pin limitation            
of the microcontroller. Finished cushion is shown in figure         
6b. 

Cushion #3 
Sofa cushions are lightweight, can be moved and reoriented         
easily. To enable interaction based on the mobility and         
orientation of the cushion, a LilyPad Accelerometer       
ADXL335 is attached to the cushion. ADXL335 is a 3-axis          
accelerometer which can measure the orientation of the        
cushion as well as dynamic acceleration resulting from        
motion. In this prototype, the inputs are the precise tilt          
orientation as well as whether the cushion is laid down or           
straighten up, and a “shake” gesture. Figure 7a and 7c          
illustrate the component connections of cushion #3.       
Finished cushion is shown in figure 7b. 
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Figure 8. Testing environment: (a) programming environment 
and communication protocol used on both test scenarios, 
(b) Processing music player, (c) excerpt from pd patch. 

 

Music Interaction and Mapping 
Testing environment for music interaction is developed       
with Processing on a Windows 10 machine. Processing is         3

an open-source programming environment. It is mainly       
used for visual art and new media art, and a program run on             
it is called a sketch . Another programming tool used in this           
study is Pure Data , an open-source programming language        4

built for interactive computer music. A program run on         
Pure Data is called a patch . Figure 8a shows programming          
environment used in this study. 

3 https://processing.org 
4 https://puredata.info  

After all of the cushions are paired with the machine, serial           
(COM) port listener on a Processing sketch listens to         
broadcasts from all of the cushions simultaneously, and        
respond accordingly. Communication is designed to be       
one-way, there is no feedback given back to the cushions.          
Two different Processing sketches were developed to       
execute two evaluation scenarios.  

The first test scenario is to use the cushions to control a            
music playlist. A custom music player is developed in         
Processing with 8 song files (see figure 8b). When the          
music player is not active (i.e. no songs are played), any           
interaction performed on the cushions will not do anything.         
To activate the music player and play the songs, user have           
to pinch buttons on any of the cushions must be pressed and            
hold for 3 seconds. Another 3 seconds pinch performed will          
deactivate the music player and stop the music This         
interaction is put in place as a clear transition between the           
cushions acts as normal cushions and as a music controller.          
Interactions mapped to the cushions are shown in table 1.          
Sound effects are also added as feedback to the interaction          
(e.g. swoosh sound effect for rotation gesture). 

In the second test scenario, a Processing sketch processes         
sensors data and forwards them through OSC protocol to         
Pure Data on the same machine, where sound synthesis and          
manipulation patch is created. Similar to Bluetooth       
communication, the OSC communication is also designed       
to be one-way. Figure 8c shows an excerpt from Pure Data           
patch that receives the data. To clarify, Pure Data is capable           
to listen to serial (COM) port with the help of an external            
patch. But to keep the consistency between the two         
scenarios, Processing sketch is still used as a receiver. Two          
Pure Data patches were developed for evaluation. The first         
patch generates sound based on the input from the cushions. 
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In the second patch, inputs from the cushions are used to           
change the sound quality of looping music from a         
synthesizer patch (e.g. changing timbre or applying       
wah-wah effect). Table 1 shows detailed interactions of the         
cushions. 

 

EVALUATION 
In this section, insights from the two group discussions will          
be presented. 

 

Figure 9. Environment of the first user evaluation. 

 

In regards to the interactivity to control music player in the           
first evaluation, one participant commented that the       
cushions provided “new ways to control media, ” and it         
made him “rethink the way of controlling media ”. It is not           
only applicable to control media but could also be applied          
for other purposes. Another participant commented, “what       
if you could easily adapt the control to other things. Now its            
applied for music, but obviously these kinds of controls can          
be applied to other things like controlling the TV. What if           
you could give it the user and let the user decide what the             
want to control things with, then it is not very static, you            
can apply to anything you want ”. 

From the second evaluation, a participant commented that        
he did not “see these as a normal music instrument ”. In           
particular, he found that it was “a bit harder with this           
particular input ” to use cushion #1 as a drum machine. A           
possible reason is that there’s a level of tactile feedback of           
hitting a drum (or another hard surface) that could not be           
translated easily on the soft surface of a cushion. Another          
comment came in regards to the use of cushion #3 to           
produce a note based on its tilt angle. Visual design choice           
of this cushion provides no clear reference of direction,         
which makes it hard to get a specific note. At the end of the              
discussion, while the cushions were not accepted as music         
instruments, the participants agreed that they “can see this         

as an effects box ”, to control sound quality such as filters           
and volume. Similar to previous evaluation, the desire of         
flexible and remappable use of MusiCushions was also        
expressed here. 

In regards of using sofa cushions as the medium of          
interaction, one participant commented that “this way of        
interaction with the pillow [makes it] feels like a new          
object ” (note that most participants refers to the prototype         
as “the pillow” or “pillows” during the whole evaluation         
process), which was agreed upon by another participant, “I         
found it interesting because your behaviour toward pillows        
changes, you’re more careful if you know that there are          
technical parts in them ”. These comments can be seen as an           
insight to designing novel physical interface in the form of          
an existing object. Participants perceived sofa cushions as a         
soft and malleable object, some of them expressed the         
desire to throw the cushions as hard as possible (i.e. pillow           
fight). The knowledge that there are electronic components        
inside the cushion changes the perception, the cushions are         
now perceived as fragile and breakable. As an insight in          
designing similar artefact, expect that it will be used as a           
cushion first. It means that the final product should share          
the same physical quality of a cushion, such as could          
withstand being thrown around. As another participant put        
it, “maybe the control should also take into account that          
you should be able to lay on it and use it as an actual              
cushion ” and “make sense to allow normal interaction with         
the pillow, but somehow yet enhancing it without        
interrupting your regular behaviour with the pillow ”.  

 

DISCUSSION 
E-textile could provide interaction novelty in two different        
ways: space and action. Interaction space is no longer         
bound to physical buttons or screen [5,7,12], and        
affordances of textiles enable new actions [1,2]. For        
MusiCushions, it means that an everyday object already        
available in many living rooms could be turned into an          
interactive object with unique input gestures. Controlling       
media such as music player or TV is a desirable option           
since the activity has already been an integral part of a           
living room experience [13].  

As expressed during the evaluations, the novelties could        
also be applied for other purposes. Freedom of use is          
desired by the participants, whom the author would        
consider as expert users. Not only enabling customizable        
interactions, it could also help in ensuring long-term        
engagement when the novelty wears off. A good        
comparison would be Flic button , a simple Bluetooth        5

button that could be mapped to control various things from          
applications to smart devices. 

5 https://flic.io/  
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To use MusiCushions as a music instrument, the evaluation         
concluded that this is not a desired functionality. The reason          
is the lack of precision in the interaction, it is hard to aim             
for a specific value (e.g. to produce a specific note or to get             
a desired velocity). There is a potential for using the          
cushions as a controller for various sound or music effects,          
but future exploration is needed to investigate this further.         
Regardless, the current iteration could already be seen as a          
playful device that creates sound, and it could work in          
social interaction among people sitting on the sofa. 

Another point of discussion mentioned in user evaluation is         
on the interaction feedback. Having sonic feedback, while        
beneficial for controlling a music player in scenario 1, was          
perceived as a distraction in scenario 2. Feedback in         
different modalities is desired by the participants. Visual        
feedback such as LEDs could be integrated with the visual          
design of the cushions, and haptic feedback could be         
provided through the means of a vibrator inside the cushion.          
These feedbacks should also correspond to the level of         
inputs. For example, the strength of a pressure should be          
clearly perceived through feedback. 

Technical Challenges 
The availability of off-the-shelf components such as       
Adafruit Flora that is being used in this study enables high           
fidelity prototyping in designing physical interface. The       
main issue encountered in the study is to make sure the           
prototype could still be used normally as cushions.        
Unfortunately, it is not achieved. One particular reason is         
that the components are exposed (see figure 7c). The         
components are sewn to the surface of the cushion. Even          
though it is covered by the cushion case, accidental impact          
on the components could easily break the circuit. This was a           
major issue during evaluation, especially with the Bluetooth        
that requires a stable connection. A solution would be to          
have the components properly housed or protected. 

In regards to the connectivity, Bluetooth is a preferred         
solution for its simplicity compared to Wi-Fi. Bluetooth        
Low Energy is even more desirable due to its low energy           
consumption. It works best when it needs to be paired with           
a smartphone, but it is still quite challenging to make it           
work with a desktop or a laptop. 

Another issue was encountered with the conductive thread.        
The thread is beneficial in providing seamless tactile        
feedback for a textile-based interface. However, current       
iteration of the prototype also uses the thread for structural          
support (holding the components in place) and for electrical         
connection (i.e. as a cable) at the same time. This puts a            
strain on the thread, makes it worn-out quickly, as evident          
in cushion #1. A better-designed hardware connection and        
support structure are needed to ensure the longevity of a          
textile-based interface. 

The idea of interchangeable cushion case explored in        
cushion #1 is directed toward sustainability. It enables        
changes to be made in term of visual appearance of the           
cushions while maintaining the functionalities, as well as        
making the case washable. However, it could have been         
better executed. Velcro was chosen due to its similar         
affordances to textile, but the connection is proven to be          
unstable.  

An important challenge in hardware design that is not         
covered in the study is regarding the power supply. In the           
current prototype, a 3.7V Li-Po battery powers the        
components and an extra set of AA batteries powers the          
Neopixel on cushion #2. A switch is available on the          
microcontroller to turn it on, and an extra switch has to be            
provided for the Neopixel. When the batteries are depleted,         
they have to be replaced or recharged outside the cushions.          
These aspects need to be considered for future        
improvements, a better recharging mechanism, a better       
method to activate the circuit, and how to preserve the          
power supply when the cushions are not used as an          
interface.  

 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE STUDIES 
This paper presents MusiCushion , a set of interactive sofa         
cushions. Three cushions were prototyped, each submitted       
to different affordances of cushions. Cushion #1 explores        
cushion case as an interactive surface with touch-based        
interaction, as well as the possibilities of having removable,         
interchangeable case; cushion #2 explores the soft,       
deformable, and huggable quality of a cushion with        
pressure-based interaction; and cushion #3 explores the       
lightweight and movable affordance with rotation and       
tilt-based interaction. Cushion interactions were mapped to       
music interaction in two scenarios, to control music player         
and to create music in a collaborative manner.  

The prototype is used to investigate the possibilities of         
music interaction with an e-textile interface at home and to          
identify challenges in prototyping an e-textile interface for        
the purpose. Evaluations concluded that the artefact could        
be received as an interface to a music player, with broader           
possibilities to be used with different services and objects at          
home. As a musical instrument, however, it might not be          
accepted due to the lack of precision control. 

Challenges identified in the study mainly attributed to the         
robustness of the prototype. Electronic components      
embedded in the cushions should be able to withstand any          
actions performed on normal cushions, users should be able         
to lay or rest on it, or to some extreme, could still use them              
for a pillow fight. Other challenges identified are on the          
sustainable use: how to enable interchangeable case, how to         
make the cushions washable, and how to provide a good          
power supply. All of these challenges are common in         
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e-textile exploration, they are in line with the issues         
previously identified by Cherenack and van Pieterson [4]. 

From its inception, MusiCushion is envisioned as a        
consumer product that hopefully finds its way to the         
market. There is much work that should be done in the           
future to realize the vision. Firstly, the electronic        
components and connections need to be redesigned, aside        
from the need for reliable power supplies and washability         
[4]. Not only for the robustness, but also on the potential of            
manufacturing. Google’s Project Jacquard provides an      
interesting look at the possible e-textile manufacturing       
technologies at scale [7]. Next, for the cushions to be          
adaptive to control various things, a bridging platform        
(hardware and software) is needed. Having a bridging        
platform would also open up many possibilities of use in          
term of music interaction mapping, from collaborative       
music interaction to music performance. It is also        
interesting to conduct design workshops to explore other        
possible interactions with the cushions. An in-depth user        
study in regards to user acceptance [20] of the artefact and           
market research would also be beneficial.  
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